
Pre-Production Planning Document (PODCAST) 
 
 

GENERAL INFO 
 

1. Your Name: Sean Keenan 
2. PROJECT: Podcast 

 
 
 

 

CREATIVE BRIEF 
 

1. What must it be? 
A 2-10-minute podcast surrounding a topic I’m interested in 

 
 

2. Who is it for? 
It will mainly be for those with an interest in fighting games, specifically Dragon Ball Fighterz 

 
 

3. How long must it be? 
Around 2-10 minutes 

 
 

4. What is your objective with the piece? 
With this podcast, my goal would be to discuss the system and mechanics of Dragon Ball Fighterz, with 
both compliments, critiques, and potential adjustments for the future. My main hope with this podcast 
is to get people to discuss and think about Dragon Ball Fighterz, which would hopefully bring upon 
better, more expanded upon ideas. 

 
 

5. When is it due? 
End of module 2 

 
 

6. What is the overall idea? 
The chance to give an avenue for people to discuss different aspects of the game they like.  

 
 

7. What is the storyline summary? 
The podcast will be a discussion from me (and potential guests) about a predetermined set of game 
and system mechanics, how they are in their current state, and potential improvements 

 
 

8. Elevator pitch: 



Hello, I’m Sean and welcome to (name), your one stop spot for a variety DBFZ discussion. Whether 
you’re trying to learn, discuss, or debate, you’ve come to the right place. Now sit back, relax and enjoy 
the show 

 
 

9. Tagline: 
Whether it be characters, balance patches, or frame data, if you have something about DBFZ you want 
to talk about, now’s your chance 

 
 

10. Look and feel description: 
In terms of look and feel, there will always be a song in the background when discussing. This will 
mainly be music from the game and could change depending on the topic. I would also insert either 
sound effects or voice clips from the game in certain areas to either help present something or for 
humor. I could do it alone but would prefer to have a cohost of some variety and I would want the 
podcast to sound like a debate and discussion.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MIND MAP 
 

 

 
 
  



QUESTIONS / NOTES 
 
 
HOOK: 

1. What will grab the attention of the audience within the first few seconds? 
The easiest hook idea I feel would be to insert either music or sound effects from the game in some 
variety. This could be something funny to get people’s attention or have it relate to what’s being 
discussed to gain interest. 

2. Hook ideas:  
Sound clips from the game 

 
 
 
MESSAGE/STORY: 

1. What message are you trying to deliver to the audience? 
The main message I will try to deliver is both that Dragon Ball Fighterz has a large amount of depth to 
discuss and explore and that exploring it is actually pretty fun 

2. Clearly describe the following parts of your story: 
a. Beginning: Give a brief overview of both what the idea of the podcast are and what’s going to 

be discussed 
b. Middle: Full on discussion in regard to the chosen topics of the episode 
c. End: Wrapping up/connecting the discussions together to see where they lead 

 
 
 
NARRATION/HOST: 

1. Who will lead us through the piece? 
Me and potentially a co-host 

2. Narration ideas: 
It would mainly just be me bringing up the topics and engaging in the debate 

 
 
 
MUSIC: 

1. What is overall “mood” and “feel” of the piece? 
It’s a mostly a fairly calm/chill vibe, with maybe a dash of analytical feel 

2. Music track ideas: Calm lofi music, relaxed versions of dragon ball songs 
 
 
 
AMBIENT AUDIO: 

1. What is the “location” of the piece?  If we close our eyes, where should we imagine that we are? 
The “location” of the piece would most likely be imagined as a specific location where people debate 
competition, similar to a sports pre/postgame show 

2. Ambient audio ideas: Nothing specific, but maybe ideas like have the table bang if the debate was 
relatively intense  

 
 
 



SOUND EFFECTS: 
1. What sound effects (SFX) would help tell this story?  Why? The sound effects of the game could help 

tell the story. Could use punch, laser, and other sounds to either reiterate or make new points. 
2. SFX ideas: Beam sound, character yells, audio clips from the games announcer such as “Start” or 

“Dramatic Finish” 
 
 
 
(OPTIONAL) INTERVIEWS: 

1. Who will you interview? 
2. Why is this person important to the piece? 
3. What questions will you ask? 
4. What follow up questions might be important? 

 
SCRIPT 
 
Name: Sean Keenan 
Title: DBFZ Podcast 
 
VIDEO AUDIO 



(NO VISUALS FOR AUDIO PROJECT) Intro (7 seconds) 
 
Beginning 
 

• Introduce podcast and any 
potential guest 

• Give a brief overview into the 
list of topics 

• Sample topics for now 
 
#1 What do you feel right now is 
the best team in the game? (1 
min 30 sec) 
 
#2 What do you feel is the most 
well-made system mechanic in the 
game? (1 min) 
 
#3 How should super dash and 
vanish be handled in a potential 
sequel? (2 min) 
 
#4 For a potential sequel, 
should the focus be on keeping 
this roster, or implementing new 
characters? (1 min 30 sec) 
 

• Start discussing topic #1 
 
Middle 
 

• Discuss the other three topics  
 
End 
 

• Wrap up the podcast, giving an 
overview of what was looked at 
and said, as well as potentially 
new things learned 

 
Outro (7 seconds) 
 

 


